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Pacific Lst 791 Stephen C. Stripe 2011-07 On the evening of March 31, 1945,
hours before the invasion of Okinawa, Max Stripe, Billy Thornhill, and five
other crewmen manned the forward twin 40 mm mount of LST 791. Riley was
stationed up in the Conn, tracking enemy planes from bogey reports that came in
over the radio. An increase in air attacks could be expected at sunset and dawn
because-for a brief time-aircraft could see the ships clearly, but it was
difficult for the ships to see the planes. Suddenly, a group of transports
astern of the 791 came under attack-tracers could be seen across the expanse of
water and air. The job of the LST crew was to deliver the troops, tanks, and
supplies to hostile beaches and, if necessary, defend those assets with their
lives. All were ordinary men; they knew they had a job to do, and they did it.
Succeeding so that they could return home to their families was their goal. In
Pacific LST 791, Stephen C. Stripe, author and son of LST crewman Max Stripe,
brings us the incredible true story of the vital actions of LST 791 and her
crew in the Pacific Theater of WWII. Our admiration and thanks belong to this
hardworking, gallant breed, for their heroic courage and sacrifice brought us
hope, victory, and ultimately peace.
The American GI in Europe in World War II The Battle in France J. E. Kaufmann
2010-02-19 Firsthand accounts and contextual narrative chronicling the war in
Europe after D-Day. Sidebars on glider operations, rear-area activities,
hedgerow country, and more. Based on interviews with more than 200 veterans.
T-34-85 Medium Tank 1944–94 Steven J. Zaloga 2013-08-20 The T-34-85 tank is one
of those rare weapons that have remained in service for more than half a
century. First introduced in 1944, it has seen combat in nearly every corner of
the globe. Steven Zaloga and Jim Kinnear look at this long-serving tank at
length. Although long obsolete in Europe, it has proven a reliable and potent
weapon in many Third World conflicts, and is still in service with more than a
dozen armies around the world.
V-2 Ballistic Missile 1942–52 Steven J. Zaloga 2013-03-20 The German A-4
ballistic missile, better known by its propaganda name of V-2, was the world's
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first successful ballistic missile, breaking through the atmosphere to reach
its target quicker. It was a forerunner of Cold War ballistic missiles and its
combat use in 1944-45 set the pattern for the use of Scud ballistic missiles in
recent decades. The V-2 offensive lasted from September 1944 until March 1945
with over 3,000 rockets being launched. This book examines the combat record of
the V-2 in World War II, with a special focus on how a German missile battalion
actually prepared and fired its missiles.
Imperial Japanese Navy Destroyers 1919–45 (2) Mark Stille 2013-09-20 During the
Pacific War the most successful component of the Imperial Japanese Fleet was
its destroyer force. These ships were larger and, in most cases, betterequipped than their Allied counterparts. Armed with a powerful, long-ranged
torpedo, these ships proved formidable opponents. Initially, they were
instrumental in an unbroken string of Japanese victories, but it was not until
the Guadalcanal campaign that these ships fully demonstrated their power. In a
series of daring night actions, they devastated Allied task forces with their
deadly torpedoes. This volume details the history, weapons and tactics of the
Japanese destroyers built just before and throughout the war, including the
famous Kagero and Yugumo classes, the experimental destroyer Shimakaze that
boasted a top speed of almost 40 knots and 15 torpedo tubes, and the Matsu
class that represented the Japanese equivalent to an Allied destroyer escort.
These ships were designed to be built quickly and cheaply, but proved to be
very tough in combat.
M103 Heavy Tank 1950–74 Kenneth W Estes 2013-03-20 The T43 design represented
the pinnacle of U.S. Army tank engineering of the late 1940s. The heavy tank
proved fairly popular with its crews, who above all respected the powerful
armament it carried. The outbreak of war in Korea brought a rush order in
December 1950 which led to a complete production run of 300 vehicles. After
1951, the Marine Corps alone retained confidence in the heavy tank program,
investing its scarce funds in the improvements necessary to bring about its
fielding after a hurried production run in midst of the 'tank crisis' of the
year 1950-51. The eventual retirement of the M103 in 1972, over 20 years after
manufacture and after 14 years of operational service, demonstrated the
soundness of its engineering. It may have been the unwanted 'ugly duckling' of
the Army, which refrained from naming the M103 alone of all its postwar tanks.
For the Marine Corps, it served the purpose defined for it in 1949 until the
automotive and weapons technology of the United States could produce viable
alternatives.
World War II Reflections Brian Lockman 2009-08-25 Gripping firsthand accounts.
Then-and-now photos of the veterans. Maps and sidebars highlighting battles,
units, and equipment.
British Battleships 1914–18 (1) Angus Konstam 2013-05-20 The launch of HMS
Dreadnought in 1906 changed the face of naval warfare. The first half-dozen
dreadnoughts were all improvements of the basic Dreadnought design, all
carrying ten 12-inch guns. It was only in 1911, with the launch of HMS Neptune
that the layout of this powerful armament was altered as a result of practical
experience. Two more versions of the Neptune entered service later that same
year. These nine improved dreadnoughts formed the core of the British High Seas
Fleet. They would soon, however, be outclassed by a new breed of “super
dreadnoughts”, the subject of the second volume in this two-part story. While
these new battleships carried larger 13.5-inch guns, they proved less
successful as all-round battleships than their more lightly-armed predecessors.
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One last 12-inch gun dreadnought entered service in 1914, when a seven turret
battleship being built for the Turks was commandeered by the Royal Navy, and
re-named HMS Agincourt. This New Vanguard title, the first of two covering
these famous warships will uncover the full story of the British battleships of
World War I. The book will look at their revolutionary design, the 12-inch guns
that provided them with their firepower, and the way these guns were fired in
anger.
Naval Eyewitnesses James Goulty 2022-12-31 Although many books have been
written about naval actions during the Second World War
histories and memoirs
in particular
few books have attempted to encompass the extraordinary variety
of the experience of the war at sea. That is why James Goulty s vivid survey is
of such value. Sailors in the Royal Navy and the Merchant Navy experienced a
war fought on a massive scale, on every ocean of the world, in a diverse range
of vessels, from battleships, aircraft carriers and submarines to merchant
ships and fishing boats. Their recollections are as varied as the ships they
served in, and they take the reader through the entire maritime war, as it was
perceived at the time by those who had direct, personal knowledge of it.
Throughout the book the emphasis is on the experience of individuals
their
recruitment and training, their expectations and the reality they encountered
on active service in many different offensive and defensive roles including
convoy duty and coastal de-fence, amphibious operations, hunting U-boats and
surface raiders, mine sweeping and manning landing and rescue craft. A
particularly graphic section describes, in the words of the sailors themselves,
what action against the enemy felt like and the impact of casualties
seamen
who were wounded or killed on board or were lost when their ships sank. A
fascinating inside view of the maritime warfare emerges which may be less
heroic than the image created by some post-war accounts, but it gives readers
today a much more realistic impression of the whole gamut of wartime life at
sea.
Imperial Japanese Navy Destroyers 1919–45 (1) Mark Stille 2013-03-20 This
volume will detail the history, weapons and tactics of the Japanese destroyers
built before the war. This includes the famous Fubuki class (called “Special
Type” by the Japanese, which were, when completed in the late 1920's, the most
powerful class of destroyers in the world. This design forced all other major
navies to follow suite and provided the basic design for the next many classes
of Imperial Navy destroyers. This book will also cover the three classes built
before the Special Type which were based on a German World War I design as well
as two classes built after the advent of the Special Type. All of these ships
had a rich history as they fought from the first battles of the Pacific War up
until the very end when several accompanied the superbattleship Yamato on her
death sortie. The final part of the book will be an analysis of the destroyer
designs covered in the book which will include an examination of their
strengths and weaknesses. The success (or lack of success) of these designs
will be discussed and they will be compared to comparable Allied destroyer
designs.
Landing Ship, Tank (LST) 1942–2002 Gordon L. Rottman 2012-09-20 The Landing
Ship Tank (LST) is one of the most famous of the many World War II amphibious
warfare ships. Capable of discharging its cargo directly on to shore and
extracting itself, the LST provided the backbone of all Allied landings between
1943 and 1945, notably during the D-Day invasion. Through its history, the LST
saw service from late 1942 until late 2002, when the US Navy decommissioned the
USS Frederick (LST-1184), the last ship of its type. This book reveals the
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development and use of the LST, including its excellence beyond its initial
design expectations.
M3 Lee/Grant Medium Tank 1941–45 Steven J. Zaloga 2013-03-20 The highly
successful 'stop-gap' M3 medium tank was designed in 1941, and as adequate
turret casting facilities were not yet ready, the M3 used an unusual armament
configuration patterned after a French tank. British lend-lease demands led to
the design of a second turret type with the US version called the Lee and the
British version the Grant. It could penetrate Panzer armor, and its explosive
firepower was excellent for dealing with German anti-tank guns. This book
covers the design, development, service and variants of a vehicle that was the
backbone of many World War II forces.
Scud Ballistic Missile and Launch Systems 1955–2005 Steven J. Zaloga 2013-03-20
The Scud missile was developed as the centerpiece of Soviet plans to fight
nuclear war in the heart of Europe. However, it was never used in its intended
role and has instead become a symbol of the changing nature of warfare in the
aftermath of the Cold War. Saddam Hussein's Iraqi armed forces were almost
helpless in the face of the Coalition forces in the 1991 Gulf War; the only
weapon that Iraq could use to injure the Coalition forces was its arsenal of
Scud missiles. This book explores the development and variants of the missile
and its launch systems, its proliferation outside of the West, and its role in
conflicts around the world.
G.I. Joe in France J. E. Kaufmann 2008 This book chronicles the experience of
the World War II paratroopers from their earliest days in training to final
days of the war spent at Berchtesgaden. Relying heavily on memoirs, letters,
and personal interviews with soldiers, this work highlights the rigors of
training, the spectacle of combat, and the relief of survival and victory. From
D-Day to Bastogne, Kaufmann follows the American advance across France,
shedding light on the emotional strain and shock of combat that was, until
recently, often overlooked by generations of Americans, but freely admitted to
by the Vets themselves. Along the way, the book details the struggle faced by
American G.I.s as they made their way through France. Indeed, it becomes clear
the Nazis were not the only obstacle to Mutt and Joe during the campaign. The
common problems of supply and relief often exacerbated difficult conditions in
the field, while incompetent line officers often raised doubt and suspicion
among men in the ranks. Ultimately, this is a very personal story about
struggle and triumph, told by those who endured the hardship of combat.
Landing Ship, Tank (LST) 1942–2002 Gordon L. Rottman 2012-09-20 The Landing
Ship Tank (LST) is one of the most famous of the many World War II amphibious
warfare ships. Capable of discharging its cargo directly on to shore and
extracting itself, the LST provided the backbone of all Allied landings between
1943 and 1945, notably during the D-Day invasion. Through its history, the LST
saw service from late 1942 until late 2002, when the US Navy decommissioned the
USS Frederick (LST-1184), the last ship of its type. This book reveals the
development and use of the LST, including its excellence beyond its initial
design expectations.
T-34/76 Medium Tank 1941–45 Steven J. Zaloga 2013-08-20 The T-34 was the most
influential tank design of World War 2. When first introduced into combat in
the summer of 1941, it represented a revolutionary leap forward in tank design.
Its firepower, armour protection and mobility were superior to that of any
other medium tank of the period. This superiority did not last long. While the
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T-34 underwent a series of incremental improvements during 1943, it was being
surpassed by new German tank designs, most notably the Panther. This title
traces the life of the original T-34 through all its difficulties to eventual
success.
M7 Priest 105mm Howitzer Motor Carriage Steven J. Zaloga 2013-07-20 Based upon
the ubiquitous Grant/Sherman tank, the M7 Priest is the iconic Allied selfpropelled howitzer. It was the most widely manufactured vehicle of its type in
World War ll and was utilized by the US, British, Canadian and Free French
forces. Its combat debut was with Montgomery's Eight Army at El Alamein and it
fought subsequently in every major campaign through Sicily, Italy, Normandy and
the final battles in Germany. In addition to covering all variants of the
Priest, this book also looks at the major derivatives, including the
British/Canadian Sexton and the US M12 155mm GMC.
Neptune Craig L. Symonds 2014-04-10 Seventy years ago, more than six thousand
Allied ships carried more than a million soldiers across the English Channel to
a fifty-mile-wide strip of the Normandy coast in German-occupied France. It was
the greatest sea-borne assault in human history. The code names given to the
beaches where the ships landed the soldiers have become immortal: Gold, Juno,
Sword, Utah, and especially Omaha, the scene of almost unimaginable human
tragedy. The sea of crosses in the cemetery sitting today atop a bluff
overlooking the beaches recalls to us its cost. Most accounts of this epic
story begin with the landings on the morning of June 6, 1944. In fact, however,
D-Day was the culmination of months and years of planning and intense debate.
In the dark days after the evacuation of Dunkirk in the summer of 1940, British
officials and, soon enough, their American counterparts, began to consider how,
and, where, and especially when, they could re-enter the European Continent in
force. The Americans, led by U.S. Army Chief of Staff General George C.
Marshall, wanted to invade as soon as possible; the British, personified by
their redoubtable prime minister, Winston Churchill, were convinced that a
premature landing would be disastrous. The often-sharp negotiations between the
English-speaking allies led them first to North Africa, then into Sicily, then
Italy. Only in the spring of 1943, did the Combined Chiefs of Staff commit
themselves to an invasion of northern France. The code name for this invasion
was Overlord, but everything that came before, including the landings
themselves and the supply system that made it possible for the invaders to stay
there, was code-named Neptune. Craig L. Symonds now offers the complete story
of this Olympian effort, involving transports, escorts, gunfire support ships,
and landing craft of every possible size and function. The obstacles to success
were many. In addition to divergent strategic views and cultural frictions, the
Anglo-Americans had to overcome German U-boats, Russian impatience, fierce
competition for insufficient shipping, training disasters, and a thousand other
impediments, including logistical bottlenecks and disinformation schemes.
Symonds includes vivid portraits of the key decision-makers, from Franklin
Roosevelt and Churchill, to Marshall, Dwight Eisenhower, and Admiral Sir
Bertram Ramsay, who commanded the naval element of the invasion. Indeed, the
critical role of the naval forces--British and American, Coast Guard and Navy-is central throughout. In the end, as Symonds shows in this gripping account of
D-Day, success depended mostly on the men themselves: the junior officers and
enlisted men who drove the landing craft, cleared the mines, seized the beaches
and assailed the bluffs behind them, securing the foothold for the eventual
campaign to Berlin, and the end of the most terrible war in human history.
British Motor Gun Boat 1939–45 Angus Konstam 2013-03-20 Motor Gun Boats were
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the “Spitfires of the Seas” of the Royal Navy. Bristling with small-calibre
guns and machine guns, they served in a variety of roles during the War. In the
early war period they battled against German E-boats in the English Channel,
then went on the offensive, searching the enemy shore for targets of
opportunity. At other times, they ran support for Motor Torpedo Boats and were
used to deliver commandos on various raids. Naval Warfare expert, Angus
Konstam, tells the story of these small, but destructive boats, beginning with
their design and development and carrying through to their operational use in
both the European and Mediterranean theatres of World War II.
T-72 Main Battle Tank 1974–93 Steven J. Zaloga 2013-08-20 The Russian T-72 Ural
tank is the most widely-deployed main battle tank of the current generation.
Used by the armies of the former Warsaw pact and Soviet Union, it has also been
exported in large numbers to many of the states in the Middle East. This book
reveals the previously secret history behind the tank. Steven J Zaloga examines
the conditions under which the T-72 was designed and produced. Technical
aspects of the weapon are also discussed, including its EDZ reactive armour
which, when it first appeared in December 1984, gave NATO a nasty shock.
M4 (76mm) Sherman Medium Tank 1943–65 Steven J. Zaloga 2013-08-20 The M4
Sherman tank was the mainstay of the Western allies between 1942 and 1945. Fast
and modern it was a big success and was transported as far afield as Russia and
North Africa. The American Chief of Staff claimed in November 1943 it was
'hailed widely as the best tank on the battlefield today...'. However, by the
Normandy invasion of June 1944 this was not the case: the new German heavy
tanks such as the Panther and Tiger were completely outclassing the Sherman.
This title covers the M4 version armed with the 76 mm gun, examining
developments such as the HVSS suspension, using much new archive material.
Churchill's American Arsenal Larrie D. Ferreiro 2022-10-03 Churchill's American
Arsenal reveals how the technology, know-how, and production power behind the
victorious Allied partnership during World War II extended beyond the
battlefront and onto the home-front. Many weapons and inventions were credited
with winning World War II, most famously in the assertion that the atomic bomb
"ended the war, but radar won the war." What is less well known is that both
airborne radar and the atomic bomb were invented in British laboratories, but
built by Americans. The same holds true for many other American weapons
credited with the Allied victory: the P-51 Mustang fighter, the Liberty ship,
the proximity fuze, the Sherman tank, and even penicillin all began with
British scientists and planners, but were designed and mass-produced by
American engineers and factory workers. Churchill's American Arsenal chronicles
this vital but often fraught relationship between British inventiveness and
American technical might. At first, leaders in each nation were deeply
skeptical that such a relationship could ever be successful. But despite
initial misunderstandings, petty jealousies, and continuing differences over
priorities, scientists and engineers on both sides of the Atlantic found new
and often ingenious ways to work together, jointly creating the weapons that
often became the decisive factor in the strategy for victory that Churchill had
laid out during the earliest days of the conflict. While no single invention
won the war, without any one of them, the war could have been lost.
Her Finest Hour: Shipbuilding in the Portland Area during World War II Robert
La Du 2017-01-05 This work describes the monumental accomplishments of the
World War II shipyards in Portland, Oregon, and Vancouver, Washington. Working
twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, they built and launched thousands
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of vessels—Liberty ships, Victory ships, tankers, aircraft carriers, submarine
chasers, and many kinds of landing craft—to help defeat the Axis powers and
preserve the way of life of the free world. Robert La Du viewed firsthand these
activities from his home overlooking shipyards on the Willamette River. His
father worked at Albina shipyard, his sister worked at Henry Kaiser's Swan
Island shipyard, and he himself, as a high school student, worked nights at
Commercial Iron and Steel shipyard. These experiences inform and enhance the
pages of Her Finest Hour.
Operation Goodtime and the Battle of the Treasury Islands, 1943 Reg Newell
2012-09-21 A force of New Zealanders and Americans invaded the Treasury Islands
in the South Pacific on October 27, 1943, retaking them from their Japanese
occupiers. Codenamed Operation Goodtime, the action marked the first time New
Zealand forces took part in an opposed landing since Gallipoli in 1915. In an
unusual allocation of troops in the American-dominated theater, New Zealand
provided the fighting men and America the air, naval, and logistical support.
Confronting extreme risks against a determined Japanese foe, the Allies
nevertheless succeeded with relatively few casualties. Because of the need for
operational security, Operation Goodtime received little publicity and has been
relegated to a footnote in the history of the war in the Pacific. This is the
first complete account of the Allied seizure of the Treasury Islands.
Tanks of Hitler’s Eastern Allies 1941–45 Steven J. Zaloga 2013-04-20 The
titanic armor battles of the Russian Front are widely known, but the role of
Germany's eastern allies is not as well known. Two of these countries, Romania
and Hungary, manufactured their own tanks as well as purchasing tanks from
Germany. These ranged from older, obsolete types such as the PzKpfw 35(t) all
the way up to the latest and best German vehicles including the Tiger I and
Hetzer. These tanks played a frequent role in the battles in southern Russia
and Ukraine and were especially prominent in the disaster at Stalingrad where
the Red Army specifically chose the weaker Romanian and Hungarian salients for
their critical envelopment operation. This New Vanguard will provide a broad
survey of the various and colorful tanks used. Besides covering the largest of
these Axis tank forces, this book will cover the many smaller and lesser known
forces including the Italian contingent in Russia, the Finnish armored force,
and the small but interesting armored forces of the Russian Vlasov (RONA),
Croatian, Bulgarian and Slovakian armies. This subject is seeing increasing
interest in the modeling world; for example Tamiya recently announced a PzKpfw
35 (t) (suitable for Romanian, Slovak armies) a Finnish StuG III, and a Finnish
BT-42.
Landing Ship, Tank (LST) 1942–2002 Gordon L. Rottman 2005-12-10 The Landing
Ship Tank (LST) is one of the most famous of the many World War II amphibious
warfare ships. Capable of discharging its cargo directly on to shore and
extracting itself, the LST provided the backbone of all Allied landings between
1943 and 1945, notably during the D-Day invasion. Through its history, the LST
saw service from late 1942 until late 2002, when the US Navy decommissioned the
USS Frederick (LST-1184), the last ship of its type. This book reveals the
development and use of the LST, including its excellence beyond its initial
design expectations.
BMP Infantry Fighting Vehicle 1967–94 Steven J. Zaloga 2013-06-20 The Russian
BMP infantry fighting vehicle (IFV) was one of the most significant innovations
in infantry tactics in the latter half of the 20th century. Built in response
to the threat of nuclear warfare, it was the world's first IFV, providing the
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infantry squad with unprecedented firepower, mobility and protection. With over
55,000 manufactured since 1966, the BMP is also numerically one of the most
important armoured vehicles ever built. This richly illustrated book examines
the development and design of the BMP, detailing its armaments, performance in
combat and variants.
Landing Craft, Infantry and Fire Support Gordon L. Rottman 2011-03-15 Described
by one soldier as “a metal box designed by a sadist to move soldiers across the
water,” the Landing Craft, Infantry was a large beaching craft intended to
deliver an infantry company to a hostile shore, once the beachhead was secured.
The LCI and its vehicle-delivery counterpart, the Landing Ship, Medium were
widely used by the allies during World War II. Later, the hulls of these ships
were used as the basis for a fire support ship. While the landing ships were
phased out after the Korean War, some fire support craft remained in use
throughout the Vietnam War. This book tells the developmental and operational
history of this important tool of American amphibious military strategy that
spanned three wars.
The American GI in Europe in World War II J. E. Kaufmann 2010-02 Presents a
history of the events surrounding D-Day and includes personal narratives from
the participants.
Pacific Star Reg Newell 2015-10-01 The war in the South Pacific saw some of the
most gruelling fighting of World War Two. Conditions were unpleasant – fetid
heat, torrential downpours and hostile flora and fauna – while the Japanese
enemy were ruthless and would often fight to the last man. Amphibious warfare,
jungle warfare and the need to co-operate with our American ally all meant that
new demands were made on New Zealand soldiers. Yet the war in the South Pacific
came to be seen as an easy war, generally overlooked (with the exception of
Guadalcanal) by historians. From ignorance of what the soldiers were called
upon to endure, the notion arose that service in the South Pacific was somehow
less worthy than the ‘real war’ in Europe against the Nazis. This attitude
continued in the post-war world and today the soldiers of 3NZ Division are all
but forgotten. Pacific Star sets the record straight, shedding new light on the
sacrifices and tribulations which the soldiers of 3NZ Division had to endure in
the service of the Allied cause. The book covers their initial deployment in
Fiji and New Caledonia, and describes the major battles the division fought in
the Solomons: Vella Lavella, the Treasury Islands and the Green Islands, as
well as their sometimes strained relationship with the US military. Reg Newell
has interviewed veterans for this book, which includes new maps and previously
unpublished photographs.
The Second Pearl Harbor Gene Eric Salecker 2014-08-20 In May 1944, with
American forces closing in on the Japanese mainland, the Fifth Fleet Amphibious
Force was preparing to invade Saipan. Control of this island would put enemy
cities squarely within range of the B-29 bomber. The navy had assembled a fleet
of landing ship tanks (LSTs) in the West Loch section of Pearl Harbor. On May
21, an explosion tore through the calm afternoon sky, spreading fire and chaos
through the ordnance-packed vessels. When the fires had been brought under
control, six LSTs had been lost, many others were badly damaged, and more than
500 military personnel had been killed or injured. To ensure the success of
those still able to depart for the invasion—miraculously, only one day late—the
navy at once issued a censorship order, which has kept this disaster from
public scrutiny for seventy years. The Second Pearl Harbor is the first book to
tell the full story of what happened on that fateful day. Military historian
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Gene Salecker recounts the events and conditions leading up to the explosion,
then re-creates the drama directly afterward: men swimming through flaming oil,
small craft desperately trying to rescue the injured, and subsequent explosions
throwing flaming debris everywhere. With meticulous attention to detail the
author explains why he and other historians believe that the official
explanation for the cause of the explosion, that a mortar shell was
accidentally detonated, is wrong. This in-depth account of a little-known
incident adds to our understanding of the dangers during World War II, even far
from the front, and restores a missing chapter to history.
Over the Beach Donald W. Boose 2008 Over the Beach, written by historian and
retired Army Colonel Donald W. Boose Jr., is the definitive history of the
extensive but little known US Army amphibious operations during the Korean War,
1950-1953. Building on its extensive experience in World War II, the Army
conducted three major landing operations during the war, including the assault
at Inchon in September 1950. After the massive Chinese attacks two months later
the Army executed a series of amphibious withdrawals as it fell back to more
defensible positions farther down the peninsula. Throughout the war the Army
also conducted a number of massive and complex over-the-shore logistical
operations, as well as several amphibious special operations along the Korean
littoral. Colonel Boose's work, commissioned by DAMO-ODG, Operations and
Technology Office, provides the historical context for any subsequent
amphibious operations on the Korean peninsula. As such, this thought-provoking
study may provide insights to modern planners crafting future joint or combined
operations in that part of the world. -- Publisher's Description.
The Western European and Mediterranean Theaters in World War II Donal Sexton
2011-10-06 The Western European and Mediterranean Theaters in World War II is a
concise, comprehensive guide for students, teachers, and history buffs of the
Second World War. With an emphasis on the American forces in these theaters,
each entry is accompanied by a brief annotation that will allow researchers to
navigate through the vast amount of literature on the campaigns fought in these
regions with ease. Focusing on all aspects surrounding the U.S. involvement in
the Western European and Mediterranean theaters, including politics, religion,
biography, strategy, intelligence, and operations, this bibliography will be a
welcome addition to the collection of any academic or research library.
Routledge Research Guides to American Military Studies provide concise,
annotated bibliographies to the major areas and events in American military
history. With the inclusion of brief critical annotations after each entry, the
student and researcher can easily assess the utility of each bibliographic
source and evaluate the abundance of resources available with ease and
efficiency. Comprehensive, concise, and current—Routledge Research Guides to
American Military Studies are an essential research tool for any historian.
M3 Infantry Half-Track 1940–73 Steven J. Zaloga 2013-06-20 As armoured warfare
tactics matured, mechanised infantry became a key ingredient in what is now
called 'combined arms' doctrine. For the US Army of World War 2, the most
important technical aspect of infantry mechanisation was the development of the
M3 half-track personnel carrier. Steven Zaloga guides the reader through the
early 1930s development of the half-track, its first deployment in action in
the Philippines in 1941 and its varied and vital role in international
deployments since World War 2. This authoritative text also examines the
operators of half-tracks and the troops that they carried.
M18 Hellcat Tank Destroyer 1943–97 Steven J. Zaloga 2013-03-20 The M18 76mm Gun
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Motor Carriage was developed for the US Army's Tank Destroyer Command. It was
the only tank destroyer deployed during World War II actually based on their
requirements for speed and firepower. This book examines the development of
this vehicle, the controversies over the need for high-speed tank destroyers,
and its actual performance during World War II. Special emphasis is placed on
examining its performance in its intended mission. Coverage also includes
derivative vehicles of the M18 such as the M39 armored utility vehicle.
KV-1 & 2 Heavy Tanks 1939–45 Steven J. Zaloga 2013-03-20 Named after Klimenti
Voroshilov, the People's Commissar for Defence, the KVs proved a nasty surprise
for German tank crews during the early days of Operation Barbarossa. Although
slow, they were extremely heavily armoured. This volume examines the transition
from multi-turreted tanks to heavy single-turret vehicles, consisting of the
KV-1 and 2, and the increased favour given to the heavy single-turret after the
Germans began to develop ammunition capable of penetrating even the thickest
armour, whilst detailing the design, development and operational history of the
Soviet Union's monstrous KV series of tanks.
US Patrol Torpedo Boats Gordon L. Rottman 2011-12-20 ALSO AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK. Motor torpedo boat development began in the early 1900s, and the vessels
first saw service during World War I. However, it was not until the late 1930s
that the US Navy commenced the development of the Patrol Torpedo or PT boat.
The PT boat was designed for attacking larger warships with torpedoes using its
'stealth' ability, high-speed and small size to launch and survive these
attacks – although they were employed in a wide variety of other missions,
including rescuing General MacArthur and his entourage from the Philippines.
This book examines the design and development of these unique craft, very few
of which survive today, and goes on to examine their role and combat deployment
in World War II.
Unseen Body Blows William A. Gay 2019-03-20 Between 1942 and 1945, 1,051
amphibious tank-landing ships were rapidly produced. These were anonymous
vessels, slow and unwieldy, and in the words of one crewmember, they looked
like bathtubs. At first, LSTs had a reputation of being expendable and of
relatively low value, and so were bestowed another, less noble, nickname;
“Large Slow Targets.” Put into service to get troops and equipment ashore, the
story of LST 479 is in some respects the story of all of these ships. Typical
of all early LSTs, its crew on commissioning day, April 19, 1943, consisted of
raw amateurs. But over the next 1,046 days, through collisions, accidental
groundings, navigational errors, and lots of mechanical breakdowns, the 479
crew became sailors. Displaying heroism and ingenuity, they rescued the crew of
a crippled landing craft during an Alaskan storm, battled fires aboard a
burning LST hit by kamikazes, and fought off air attacks on the way to Makin
and Guam, at Saipan, in the Philippines and around Okinawa. This LST crew
became the embodiment of the Navy’s 2018 recruiting slogan: “Forged by the
Sea.” In gripping, meticulously researched, “you are there” fashion, author
William A. Gay, recounts the fascinating history of the 479’s seven Pacific
campaigns; from the day-to-day life of the men aboard her, to their terrifying
encounters in battle as they delivered “unseen body blows” to the enemy that
helped win the war in the Pacific.
The United States Coast Guard in World War II Thomas P. Ostrom 2009-08-11 At
home and overseas, the United States Coast Guard served a variety of vital
functions in World War II, providing service that has been too little
recognized in histories of the war. Teaming up with other international forces,
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the Coast Guard provided crewmembers for Navy and Army vessels as well as its
own, carried troops, food, and military supplies overseas, and landed Marine
and Army units on distant and dangerous shores. This thorough history details
those and other important missions, which included combat engagement with
submarines and kamikaze planes, and typhoons. On the home front, port security
missions involving search and rescue, fire fighting, explosives, espionage and
sabotage presented their own unique dangers and challenges.
Vietnam Riverine Craft 1962–75 Gordon L. Rottman 2012-06-20 In 1965 the
military situation in the Mekong River Delta of southern Vietnam had
deteriorated to such a degree that the decision was made to commit a joint US
Army and Navy Mobile Riverine Force to the area. This force was unique in its
composition, mission, and the means by which it operated – riverine craft.
Comprising the Army's 2d Brigade, 9th Infantry Division, and the Navy's River
Assault Flotilla One, it used a variety of watercraft, including heavily
modified landing craft, purpose-built patrol boats, and a whole host of
auxiliary and support craft. This book explores those craft, and also gives an
account of Task Force Clearwater, a much smaller operation in the extreme
northern part of South Vietnam.
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